GUIDE TO
TOTALLY COOL
TECH
Back to School Edition
by “Radical” Robbie Crockett

YO! Check this out!

Like, do you want to know about the
latest totally awesome gadgets? We
have the scoop on state-of-the-art
technology for you.
PSSST! Do you
sharing human
secrets &
Footwear
is n love sharing
passing arch
notes? Then
history,
w you already know
that
keeping
private
of
comp
Then
hoes notes private
back is
tricky.
Good thing you have BREK on
to
the keep
your side.
have
codes to secret folds,
From secrethave
this kit
your
sid has more than 30 undercover
write and send messages—even
ways to				
to your
when people are watching!
			
when You’ll also		
learn the science behindalso			
invisible
inks,
light waves & secret hand signals.
behind
There’s so much to cover, youand
may need
					
a clandestine meeting to test your
		
skills. You see, this book is really
		
really
your intro to the BREK Industries
Spy School of Secret Ciphers.

Your kit includes:

wELCOME!

Two on-the-go cases with tools
for sending and revealing secret
messages. Tuck your case into
your backpack or stash it in your
desk or locker.
Red Message

We at Brek Industries have had
our eye on you for a long time now.
Your bus driver? The mail carrier?
Your aunt? They’re all BREK
agents skilled at identifying kids
who have what it takes to join the
ranks of BREK.

decoy carrying
case x2
Spray
bottle x2

filter x2

The tools in your spy kit are disguised
to look totally uninteresting.
They’re actually excitingly powerful.
TIP

Our goal at BREK is
to create a force of
spies who
will use their talent
s to help the world.
The BREK
Industries Spy Sc
hool is our way of de
veloping
new spies like you.
This bo ok is your in
troduction
to cryptography. Yo
u’ll use science to hi
de—and
reveal—messages. Yo
u’ll also encode and
decode informatio n
using codes and ciph
ers.
BREK training will
make you the best
(and the most go od)
spy you can be.

One for you! Give the
other to a fellow BREK
agent. Check ID first!

Which brings us to
GRUNDERSON SPYCORP, LLC.
While BREK is all about keeping
people safe and preventing
crime, Grunderson is the
opposite. They’re the bad guys.
Fortunately for us—and for the
world—they’re not exactly the
sharpest forks in the drawer.

code wheels,
message mask &
code cards x2

For your notes, cut 4 ”x 4 ”
(10 cm x 10 cm) pieces of paper
and store some in each case.

Household
d
ingredients use
in some of the
activities:
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UV Ink Pen with
UV Light x2

Baking soda
Banana
Dish soap
Food coloring
Lemon juice or vinegar
Purple grape juice
Purple or red cabbage
Water
white wax crayon

Red Message
Marker x2

To open your case,
press in on both sides
and lift the lid.

Look for these symbols
throughout the book:
Send It!
These steps tell you how to write and send
messages using the tools and techniques for
each section.

Code Clues
These callouts suggest phrases to say when
passing a note. The phrases contain clues for
how to read the hidden or coded message.

Reveal It!
These sections tell the receiver how to reveal,
decipher, or decode the message.

Something missing or broken?
Call SmartLab Toys Customer Service at 1-866-319-5900.
We will happily resolve your concerns.
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It’s Ultra, Violet
A blank piece of paper is a blank piece of paper,
except when it isn’t. Words written in ultraviolet
(UV) ink can only be seen under a UV light,
sometimes called a black light. Use your UV pen
and light combo for these glow-in-the-UV surprises.

How does your
UV pen work?

MATERIALS:
Sender must-haves:
Regular pen or pencil
UV pen and light
Paper

a material
The ink in your UV pen contains
ultraviolet
that glows, or fluoresces, under
m the UV
light. The ink absorbs energy fro
a glow you
pen’s light waves and emits it as
d a source
can see. Fluorescent materials nee
r message
of energy, so no one can see you
ite the
unless they have a UV light to exc
m glow.
electrons in the ink and make the

Receiver must-haves:
UV light

Send It!
Write your message in UV ink. Use a pen
or pencil to draw a cool doodle or picture
on top of the words. Use your UV light to
see if your invisible message is readable.
Pass the paper to your friend.

e

My Secret Messag

Code Clues
If reading your message requires the
UV light, use the code word ultra when
you pass the note.
For example, “That test was ultra hard!”
“Ultra-secret news flash!”
“You’re so ULTRA!”

Do you see
?
e
e
s
I
t
a
h
w
s
er pen also glow
ht
lig
gh
hi
w
llo
A ye
hter
ix yellow highlig
under UV light. M
ble
ake partially visi
m
to
n
pe
V
U
e
with th
r.
s on white pape
yellow message

What’s Going On: Invisible Light
Light energy travels in waves. Energy waves can be
compared on an electromagnetic spectrum chart like this.

Ultraviolet light waves
fall just outside the range
of visible light—their
wavelengths are too short
to be visible to our eyes.

Reveal It!
Shining UV light on the ink reveals
the glowing message!

or
al drawing
k o n a norm will suspect
in
V
U
in
e
e
on
Writ
of paper. No
ing!
blank piece than a regular draw
e
or
m
that it’s
Visible light (the light waves our eyes can see)
make up a very small part of the energy spectrum.

ADVERTISEMENT

It’s a BREAKFAST
BREAKTHROUGH!
You’ve had breakfast. You’ve
heard of brunch. Maybe you’ve
even had dinner for breakfast:
Steak & Eggs anyone? Now
BREK brings your favorite
condiment flavors to breakfast!
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Arrange pieces of Scotch®
Magic™ tape to draw arrows
or write symbol codes. In the
dark, the UV light will make
the invisible tape visible!

5,000,000,000

e

Magic Messages!

Wavelength

Flavors may vary. Not to be used as condiments. Chew thoroughly before swallowing. Keep refrigerated.
Contains meat. Do not feed to animals. Use only as directed. Breakfast is the most important meal of the
day, dress appropriately. Keep away from open flame.

If UV light is invisible, why is purple-ish light shining
from your pen? Some of the wavelengths in your pen
overlap the spectrum of visible violet light.
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Pssst! CODE RED!

Seeing Red

What’s Going On:
The Rainbow
Connection

Our eyes can’t always see things that are
right in front of us. You’ll be amazed at what
the red reveals!

The white light you see all around you is made
up of many different colors. Each color has its
own wavelength.
You see different colors because objects
absorb different wavelengths of light. For
example, your red marker absorbs all the
colors except red. The red light waves bounce
back to your eyes and you see the color red.

MATERIALS:
Sender must-haves:
Pencil
Paper
Red marker
Receiver must-haves:
Red filter

When white light
hits a prism, it’s
split into rays of
different colors.

Send It!
Write your note in pencil. Using the red
marker, make dots and squiggles around
the words until the message is no longer
readable to the naked eye. Fold up the
note and give it to your friend.

When sunlight hits raindrops
at a certain angle, each droplet acts
like a tiny prism and you see a rainbow!

Red Filter
When white light
passes through a red
filter, only the red
light waves come out
the other side.

ker is:
c
o
l
y
m
o
t
e
d
o
c
The

Code Clues
Say “Code Red!” when you pass the note.

Reveal It!

PRISM

Look through the red filter to
see the hidden message.

Colored filters absorb
some light waves and let
others pass through.
When you look at your
message through the
red filter, the red marks
disappear because the
red light waves are
passing through.
The absorbed colors look
black or gray through
the filter, so the
message, once hidden by
the red, pops out.

III
“Red on Red” Ned Frederickson derson

GRUNDERSON

HALL OF

SHAME
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e to a Grun
Hoping to conceal the secret rout
tried to
hideout should he lose his map, Ned
ately, the path
use the red reveal trick. Unfortun
his way and
was also marked with red. Ned lost
ugh numerous
has been missing ever since. Tho
r mall fountains
sightings have been reported nea
ughout the world,
and adventure golf locations thro
none have proved fruitful.

ADVERTISEMENT

An Offer TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?

Pick any 18 cassettes or 12 compact discs for only 24¢! Look for the insert in your local newspaper
to select from today’s hottest recording artists. Tape a quarter to the mailer and you’re enrolled in
the coolest club around. Once you’re in, your annual subscription* gets you a new album shipped to
your door every month!
*Subscription cassettes and discs charged at full price + convenience fees and taxes. Annual
subscriptions last 6 years and may only be terminated by Brekord House Music Club LLC
(BHMC). By enrolling you grant BHMC unlimited access to your piggy bank. Not all music is
good. You can dance if you want to. Rock and roll ain’t noise pollution. Breathe.
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Ink-Sync
Invisible ink is a spy’s best friend and can be
made from common household ingredients.
Hit the grocery or pantry for these invisible
ink combinations.

Send It!
Use the inkwell inside your case to
mix together ½ teaspoon (2.5 mL)
each of baking soda and water. Dip the
paintbrush into the solution and write a
message on the paper. Let the “ink” dry
completely before passing the note to
your best friend.

Purple PROSE
MATERIALS:

Sender must-haves:
Inkwell inside your case
Baking soda
Water
Thin-tipped “detail”
paintbrush or a cotto n swab
Paper
Receiver must-haves:
Purple grape juice in spray
bottle

Code Clues
Say “Sometimes I just feel invisible!”
when you pass the note.

Reveal It!
Spray the paper with the
grape juice.

Would grape juice make the
invisible man visible too?

FILL ‘ER UP!
1) Remove the lid.
2) Pull the pump straight out of the
bottle from the collar. You may have to
rock or twist it.
3) After filling, press the pump firmly
back into place. You should hear a “snap.”

LOOK OUTSIDE
YOUR WINDOW
AT 3:00 PM!

4) Replace the lid.

What’s Going On?

snap!
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Almost all liquids are classified as
either acids or bases. When acids and
bases meet, they cause a chemical
reaction. Baking soda is a base.
Grape juice is an acid. When you
spray the grape juice on the baking
soda message, the chemical reaction
causes the baking soda—and your
message— to change color!

Purple PAPER
MATERIALS:
Se nder must-haves:
Adult helper
Purple cabbage

Bowl
Water
Strainer
pan
Plastic tub or flat-b ottomed
Paper (cut to fit inside
the tub or pan)
Paper towels
White wax crayon
Receiver must-haves:
Spray bottle
Acid: Lemo n juice or vinegar
Base: Liquid dish soap mixed
with water

Send It!
First, make the purple cabbage paper:

1.

Have an adult boil some purple cabbage
leaves in water (using microwave oven or
stove-top burner), then let the liquid cool.

2. Strain the dark purple water into the tub.
3. Soak a piece of paper in the purple water
for about 10 minutes.

4. Remove the paper and lay it on top of a
paper towel to dry.

5. Repeat steps 3 & 4 for the remaining pieces
of paper. Once the paper is dry, it’s ready!

6. Use a white wax crayon to write a message
on the paper.

Code Clues
Whisper “Purple paper” when you pass the note.

Reveal It!
Spray the paper with an acid (lemon juice
or vinegar) or a base (soapy water) to
reveal the words.

What’s Going On?
Purple cabbage juice
changes color when it’s
mixed with an acid or a base.
An acid turns the cabbagesoaked paper pink. A base
turns the paper green or
blue. The wax crayon repels
the liquids, so the paper
below the message doesn’t
change color.
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With a mask, your message is completely visible,
but it’s camouflaged from the reader—unless they
know the secret. The key is knowing where to place
the mask to reveal the hidden sentence.

Ultra-Confusing Mask
MATERIALS:
Sender must-haves:
Message mask
Paper
Pen, pencil, or marker
UV pen and light

TIP

SPIEs Only!
Message Mask

Do you hug your best friend hello or
goodbye? Slip them a note when no
one would suspect it. Tuck it in a
pocket or into their hand, mid-hug.

Receiver must-haves:
Message mask
UV pen and light

MATERIALS:
Sender must-haves:
Message mask
Paper
Pen, pencil, or marker
Receiver must-haves:
Message mask

Send It!
Set the mask on a piece of
paper. Color inside each of
the symbols: , , and .
This is the key to placing
the mask. Holding the mask
in place over the symbols,
write your message inside
the square spaces. Lift the
mask and write nonsense
words or made-up sentences
around the message words.
Pass the note to your friend.

Reveal It!
Place the mask on the
paper. Match the , ,
and holes with the
, , and . marks on the
page. Read the message
written inside the
square spaces.
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Send It!

You don’t have to write inside all the
spaces. Just be sure no other words
show in the spaces you don’t use.

Place your mask over the text to
reveal the secret message.

SAND MEET DARE ME
STUDY. ELEPHANTS CANDY 6 AT
THE PUPPIES FOR THE SHOW.
LET'S YOU SECRET STUDY SATURDAY
EXAMPLES FRIDAY CUTE HIDE
OUT AT PINK FIVE TWO MESSAGE!

Set the mask on a piece of paper.
Color inside each of the symbols.
Write a message in the square
spaces, but include words that will
confuse the reader in some of
them. For example, if you want
the note to say “Let’s make pizza
Friday night,” write “Let’s make
pizza Thursday Friday tonight night
tomorrow” in the spaces. Use your
UV pen to highlight the correct
words. Even if someone gets ahold
of the message mask, they still
can’t decode the message.

Reveal It!
Place the mask on the paper. Line
up the , , and symbols so they
appear inside their holes. Shine the
UV light on the words in the square
spaces to see the message.

ing
You can write co nfus
e
messages without th
use
message mask. Just
light
your UV pen to high
in any
the important words
light,
note. Without the UV
the
no one else can read
hidden meaning.

Grunderson agent Cal
“the Chin” Kutta got the UV
Your mask can be used in different
ways—right side up, upside down,
sideways, or flipped over.

GRUNDERSON

HALL OF

SHAME

ink trick backward. He wrote his
notes in black marker and covered
them with invisible ink. Needless to
say, his message was received—by
BREK agents.
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Banana -GRAM

TIP

HIDDEN IN
PLAIN SIGHT
The best secrets are often hidden in plain
sight. Knowing some simple scientific
principles can help keep your secrets secret.

Food coloring can stain!
Don’t allow the spray to hit
anything except the paper.

Wax POETIC
MATERIALS:
Se nder must-haves:
White paper
White wax crayon
Receiver must-haves:
Spray bottle filled with
colored water

The best spies know how
to remain undetected when
out and about. Here’s a tip:
if you know you’re going to
be hanging out somewhere
for a while, try to wear

Send It!
Pressing hard with the wax crayon, write
on the paper. Make the note short, because
you can’t see what you’re writing.

Code Clues

Send It!

cothes that let you blend
in with your surroundings.
Grunderson agents will
never see you coming! (Or

Use the point of a toothpick to lightly draw a
picture or write a message on a banana peel. Pass
the banana to your best friend soon after the
message is inscribed—before lunch!

You’ll have about an hour from the tim
you scratch your message before it e
reveals itself on its own!
MATERIALS:
Se nder must-haves
:
Banana
To othpick
Receiver must-hav
es:
An appetite!

Code Clues
When you hand off the banana, say “Bananagram!”

Reveal It!
The message will reveal itself on the peel.
Your best friend can toss the message and
enjoy the banana.

What’s Going On?
A-peel-ing Science
Cutting, bruising, or damaging
a banana peel releases special
enzymes. When these enzymes react
with the air, they produce a dark
pigment called melanin. That’s why
your banana turns black where you
scratched (damaged) the skin.

Bonus
Mission

going, for that matter.)

If your message requires colored water in
the spray bottle, say “Let us spray” when
you pass the note to your best friend.

As banana cells break down,
they produce a chemical that
fluoresces under UV light.

ADVERTISEMENT

Try this: In a dark room, shine
your UV light on a ripe banana
peel and look closely. You might
see glowing blue halos around
some of the black dots.

What’s Going On: Oil and Water
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Oil Molecules

ORGANIC

Decorative Plastic Fruit
When only the best fake fruit will do.

Non-GMO!
TIP

This trick works because the wax crayon is
made from oil. When you spray the paper,
it absorbs the water and the color. But the
colored water rolls off the crayon marks,
revealing the white paper—and your message.
Why? Water molecules like each other and
stick together. Oil molecules are the same.
But water and oil molecules avoid one
another. That’s why the colored water runs
right off the wax.

Water Molecules
Free of
Pesticide
s!

For decorative purposes only. Do not eat. Selection may vary. Keep away from open flame.
Produce portions priced on previously provided products. Stay fresh.

Dispose of your banana
peels properly. You
wouldn’t want a
Grunderson agent to
stumble upon your
secret messages!
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Code Wheels

Code Wheels mission 1

BREK Dancer Cipher Wheel

If a message is written in real words, anyone can
read it. That’s why codes and ciphers were invented.
Spies call a plain, uncoded message plaintext.
A coded message is called ciphertext. Code wheels
make it easy to write—and read—messages in code.

Your cipher wheel replaces letters of the
alphabet with symbols. The outside ring has
symbols. The inner ring has the alphabet.

MATERIALS:

Code Wheel Construction

Sender must-haves:
Cipher wheel
Something to write with
Paper

1) Carefully punch out the code
wheel pieces.
2) On each outer ring,
press gently on the
paper rivets from the
back, so they punch
out like this:

Receiver must-haves:
Cipher wheel
The KEY to the code
Something to write with

paper rivet

3) Use your fingers to crease
each rivet toward the middle on
the fold lines.

Look for the

BREK Check

Seal of Approval!

BREK’s best agents
have been known to
hide messages in
their dance moves!

Send It!
4) Hold the sides of the rivet
together and place the hole of
the inner ring over the rivet.

1.

First, write your message in plaintext
on a separate piece of paper.

2. Next, choose a symbol from the

5) Flatten the rivet against
the inner ring. This holds the
wheel together.

Reveal It!

outer ring to be your key (where the
dial needs to be set to encrypt and
decrypt the message).

Locate the key at the top of the note.
Line up the key symbol on the outer ring
with the letter A on the inner ring. Now,
write down the letters that correspond
to the Dancing Man symbols in the note.

3. Line up the key with the letter A on

Cryptography
The science of codes is
cryptography (crip-TAH-gra-fee).
Turning messages into code is
called encryption (en-CRIP-shun),
k
and turning coded messages bac
n.
into plaintext is called decryptio

the inner ring.

?

4. At the top of your note, draw the key

Code or Cipher

Technically, a code is based on complete
words or phrases. For example, in
police radio code “10-4” means “Message
received.” To write or read a code, you
need a codeb ook. A cipher, on the other
hand, jumbles up or substitutes single
letters (A = 1, B = 2). Most people use the
word “code” for both types of encryptions.

symbol. This tells the receiver to line
up that symbol above the letter A.

5. Keeping the key lined up to A, use
the cipher wheel to write out your
message in Dancing Man figures.

The stick figure symbols
are taken from the Dancing
Man code from a famous
Sherlock Holmes story.

You don’t have to start with the letter A. You
could line up your key symb ol to any other
letter. Just be sure to give the receiver the key
symb ol so they know how to read the message.

A=a
14

go od lu ck on th e te st!
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Code Wheels mission 2

Dicey DISCUSSION

Caesar’s Cipher is a simple substitution cipher that uses
the alphabet, no symbols. To use Caesar’s Cipher, pick
a number from 1 to 25. Then shift every letter in your
message over by that number of letters in the alphabet.
For instance, if you picked 5, then the code for CAT is GEX.

l
ee
Dice Code Wh
lly just dots
look like dice, but it’s rea
eel
The dice code might
ple substitution code wh eel.
sim
is
th
e
Us
.
res
ua
sq
ide
wh
ins
use the Dancing Man code
the same way you would resents the bottom of the die.
The line on the wheel rep

*Use the number that
is your key.

2) Unfold the paper, then
fold the bottom edge of the
paper up to the middle fold
line you made in step 1.

3) Unfold the paper
again. Now fold the
top edge of the paper
down to the fold you
made in step 2.

5) Keeping the spacing even and
leaving a little space around
each letter, carefully write the
alphabet on the top part of the
paper, just above the edge of
the bottom part.
6) Now write the alphabet on
the bottom part, exactly under
the alphabet you wrote in step
5. Write the alphabet one more
time on the bottom edge. Be sure
to keep the spacing even.

Looks like a moth.

4) Fold the bottom
edge back up, on top
of the top edge.

ABCDEFGH IJKLMNO PQ RSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGH IJKLMNO PQ RSTUVWXYZABCDEFGH IJKLM

7) Use scissors to cut the top part off, right
at the fold.
lamp

It’s the enemy’s fort!

recliner
TV
sofa
table

light
switch
doorway

Can you hide a diagram
of your living room in an
innocent-looking drawing?
Mark the television, your favorite
chair, and any important light
fixtures or other features.
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When you pass your note,
say “CC is 5* today.”

der
Make Your Own Enco
1) Fold a piece
of paper in
half, like this.

Robert Baden-Powell was
a British soldier and spy in
the 1800s. He also founded
the Boy Scouts. As a spy,
Baden-Powell developed
an ingenious method of
hiding maps and diagrams
of enemy encampments in
innocent-looking sketches
of bugs. If his drawings
fell into enemy hands—no
big deal. Unless you knew
the drawings were hiding
sensitive information, you
would never know they were
part of a spy’s messages.

Code Clues

8) To use your encoder, set the top part that
you cut off in the fold on the bottom part,
like this:
Slide the top part back and forth to line up
with different letters on the bottom.
The top letters are for the plaintext of your
message. The bottom letters are the code.
If the key is 5, you would line up the A on
top with the fifth letter (E) on the bottom.

ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPQ RSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPQ RSTUVWXYZABCDEFGH IJKLM
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Code MODE
There are many ways to send
coded messages. Here’s a roundup
of some of our favorites.

Use one of these simple
alphabet codes to get the
message out F-A-S-T.
Each letter is represented by
the par t of
the pigpen that surrounds it.
If it’s the
second letter in the pigpen, add
a dot to
the middle. Here are example
s:
A looks like this:
B looks like this:
W looks like this:

Pigpen CODE

Pigpen code is easy and looks cool. First,
write out the alphabet in two “pigpen”
grids like this:

Z looks like this:

No Re Mi

MIRROR, RORRIM

(no vowels)

Delete all vowels to shorthand your message:

CNNT WT FR LNCHTM

Write the entire message backwards
so only a mirror will reveal it:

!thginot uoy eeS

Moon Units

Dr. William Moon created this
code as an alternative to braille.
In Moon type, the letters have
raised angles and curves.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Decipher this
Moon message:

Sketchy Sketch
Draw a picture of something—a
butterfly, your dog, or even
your friend—as a decoy. Give
the portrait a “frame” using
something graphic like pigpen
code or Moon writing. When
you hand your best friend the
artwork, even your admirers
won’t realize the secret
message encoded there.

ADVERTISEMENT

EVEN

BREK-B-Q
PORK SUBSTITUTE

Breaks

Code breakers look to word length for clues.
Break your message into
groups of five letters:

Picky eaters have spoken. Brek-B-Q Pork
Substitute is the #1 selling meat-based pork
alternative rib product. Available now at fine
grocers everywhere in 3 delicious flavors:

ICANN OTWAI TFORL UNCHT IME

BAD

Plain • bbq • nacho cheese

Breaks

ssage in the
Or break up the words of your me
y onlookers:
wrong place to throw off any nos

IC AN NO TWA IT FORL UN CHTI
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ME
May contain beef and/or chicken. Microwave only. For best results cover with gravy and pinch
nose when eating. Don’t talk while chewing. Eat your veggies. Not a toy. Not safe for dogs.
Consume leftovers within 24 hours. Color and texture may vary. Pigs can’t fly (First Class).

Truth Be Told
The way you hand the message to your
friend can be a message in itself: If
you hand it off with your right hand,
they should read the note as is. If you
hand it to them with your left hand,
the meaning of the note is opposite of
the truth. Just make sure your friend
notices which hand you’re using!
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Code MODE

Code, CODES, CODES
Send It!
Use two lines on a piece of lined
paper to make this cipher work. On
the first line, write the first letter of
the message. Write the second letter
diagonally below it. Come back up for
the third letter.
Continue in a zigzag line until you’ve
written your message (WE ARE GOING
TO THE MALL) on two lines like this:

W

ZigZag SCRAMBLE
MATERIALS:
Se nder must-haves:
Lined paper
Something to write with
Receiver must-haves:
Something to write with

Fun-etics
Have you ever heard someone say “C as in
Charlie” or “B as in boy”? If so, the person
was using a phonetic alphabet—a code
developed to prevent confusion between
similar-sounding letters when spoken over
the phone or radio. Use a phonetic alphabet
verbally or in a note to spell out your news.

Goat Random United Nacho
Danger Eagle Random Spy Opal
Nacho Apple Goat Eagle Nacho
Taco Danger Eagle Taco Eagle
Camera Taco Eagle Danger!
= Grunderson agent detected!

BREK-it Fun-etics
Use your blank phonetic alphabet card to create
your own phonetics system. You can use words
that mean something to you and your friend, or use
all animals or all food. What else can you think of?

A E O N T T E A L
E R G I G O H M L

Agent Action

Signal codes

Code Clues

Devise signals based on colors or
gestures. For instance, red might mean
MEET ME NOW and green might mean LOOK
TO YOUR RIGHT. Then, even if you are
across the room, you can make eye contact
with your friend and point to something
green. They’ll get the message.

Say “Zig down two” when you pass the message.

Reveal It!
Follow the zigzags to write down the letters
in the correct order. Break the letters into
words that make sense.

FREE

Scramble

Write your code on three lines instead
of two, or come up with different
grid patterns and different ways
to encode and decode your message:
horizontally, vertically, spirally,
counterclockwise. Be sure to include
the how-to-unscramble answer code.

W
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Noelle I. Deare

as easy as
Gesture signals can be lde
g on
touching your left shou your,rpulefllint eye.
your earlobe, or rubbing
GRUNDERSON

HALL OF

SHAME

Perhaps the most
forgetful agent in all of
espionage, Grunderson
Agent Noelle I. Deare only
saw action for 3 missions
before being fired.
Repeatedly forgetting
she had been terminated, Noelle continued to
attend staff meetings and randomly pop up to
spoil Grunderson missions for nearly 12 years.

PHONETIC ALPHABET

A: Apple
N: Nacho
B: Buffalo
o: Opal
C: Camera
p: Pizza
D: Danger
q: Queen
E: Eagle
r: Random
F: Frank
s: Spy
G: Goat
t: Taco
H: Horse
u: United
Inc
a
I:
v: Valentine
Je
J: rsey
w: Waldo
Kin
K: g
x: X-Ray
Le
L: mon
y: Yellow
Ma
M: rco
z: Zebra

Spy Speak:
Code Words

Develop your own language!
Make up code names for your
friends, other BREK agents,
or plans you don’t want to
divulge around others.
For instance:
BLUE = Ben
SUGAR = Sara
SWAMP MONSTER = Sleepover
MAGIC = Movie
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style.
Now that you’ve written your note, it’s important to deliver it in
make
One way is to disguise it to look like something else. These folds
both!
be
you look crafty rather than secretive. The truth is, you can

rectangular Revealer
1) Fold the paper
horizontally,
then open and
lay it flat.

2) Fold the top and bottom
corners toward the center crease.

Talking Tulip
1) With the message
facing up, fold the
square diagonally
into a triangle.
The message is now
completely hidden.

3) Repeat with the left
corner, bringing it up
and to the left of the
center point.
3) Fold the top and bottom edges
and side corners toward the center.
Everything should line up along the
center fold of the paper.

4) Flip the paper over so the flat side is
facing up. Fold the left edge to the right
so the tip of the triangle lines up with the
edge of your new fold.

2) Bring the bottom
right corner up and
to the right of the
center point.

Let’s ride bikes
after school!

5) Flip over.
Tulip!

4) Flip the
paper over. Fold
the side and
bottom points
in to create a
more rounded
tulip shape.

BREK flower code
recommends the use of
gold roses to indicate

The Power of FlowerS
5) Repeat step 4 with the Right side of
the paper. Next, tuck the right flap into
the corner pockets of the left flap.

6) Now you have a compact rectangular
pouch that reveals your secret message
when you pull the center flap!

TIP

PULL!
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Be sure to destroy your secret
messages after reading.
Shred and dispose of pieces
into multiple bins for
extra security!

Throughout history, people have used
flowers to send coded messages. The type
and color of each flower had a meaning.

“MISSION ACCOMPLISHED”

FLOWER codes

your
Create a flower code that only
er.
fellow BREK agents can deciph
ling
Daisies could mean you are fee
es,
happy; car nations, excited; ros
lunch.
triumphiant; tulips, ready for
l
Bo nus points if you have actua
it!
flowers. Otherwise, just draw

Congratulations, spy. You passed your
BREK Industries communications course! Your
spy school education will continue. But for now,
be patient, and your BREK coordinator will be in
touch. Go about your regular business. Within
six (or maybe sixty) weeks, you will see a signal.
You’ll know what it means.
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WARNING
Battery Cautions

© 2022 Quarto Publishing Group USA Inc.
Published by SmartLab®, an imprint of The Quarto Group
11120 NE 33rd Place, Suite 201
Bellevue, WA 98004 USA
www.QuartoKnows.com
SmartLab® is a registered trademark. All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form without written permission of the copyright owners. All images
in this book have been reproduced with the knowledge and prior consent of the artists
concerned, and no responsibility is accepted by producer, publisher, or printer for any
infringement of copyright or otherwise, arising from the contents of this publication. Every
effort has been made to ensure that credits accurately comply with information supplied.
We apologize for any inaccuracies that may have occurred and will resolve inaccurate or
misleading information in a subsequent reprinting of the book.
If you have questions or comments about this product, please visit www.smartlabtoys.com.
Book and instructions contain important information. Please retain for future reference.
Written by Nancy (Don’t-Call-Me-Nancy) W. Cortelyou and Matt (Beardo Weirdo) Fisher
Product design by Todd (TOBB) Rider and “Lucky” Lila Becker
Package illustration by Ryan (There’s No Better) Etter
Art direction, design and illustration by Matt (Beardo Weirdo) Fisher
Edited by Betsy Henry Grunderson-Pringle
Special thanks to Ben Brek Grossblatt (no relation) and Bob “Great Ideas” Knetzger

• To ensure proper safety and operation,
an adult must carry out the battery
replacement.
• Never let a child use this product
unless the battery door is secure.

BREK’s new Phone-accessed Planetary Pathway (or PPP for short) is
bringing a world of information to your fingertips. You’ll soon have access
to hundreds of megabytes of data and cat photos from around the globe.
And it will all be available in minutes with just the click of a button.

• Keep new and used batteries away
from small children, and immediately
dispose of any batteries safely.
• Batteries are small objects and could
be ingested.
• Do not recharge non-rechargeable
batteries.
• Remove rechargeable batteries from
the toy before charging them.
• Rechargeable batteries are only to be
charged under adult supervision.
• Different types of batteries or new and
used batteries are not to be mixed.
• Do not mix old and new batteries.
• Only use batteries of the same or
equivalent types as recommended.
• Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbonzinc), or rechargeable batteries.
• Insert batteries with the correct
polarity.

Printed in Shenzhen, China. 2022.01

• Remove exhausted batteries from
the toy.

BREK Industries Guide to Totally Cool Tech Back to School Edition is part of the
SmartLab® Spy School Secret Ciphers kit.
Not to be sold separately.

• Do not short-circuit the supply
terminals.

Product #: 323557
Lot #: 21120015

It’s almost ready. Are you?

• Dispose of used batteries in
accordance with all local, state, and
federal laws.
• UV light pen requires three 1.5v LR41
(AG3) batteries (included). Batteries
are not replaceable.
• Do not swallow or place batteries
inside any part of the body.
• This product contains a button battery.
If swallowed, it could cause severe
injury or death in just 2 hours. Seek
medical attention immediately.
• Do not shine UV light in the eyes.

for more espionage
fun, look for
spy school
sneaky surveillance
only from SmartLab!
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Ready or not,
the Future is coming.

BREK Industries does not guarantee a future. Results may vary. BREK Industries reserves the right to cancel the future at any time without notice. Some products may not be suitable for
adults. Consult physician before use. Do not look directly into the future. May cause anxiety, nausea, or extreme anticipation. Look both ways before crossing.

No matter what your game, take it to
the next level with the all-new BREKE
airBOOT sportMAX. Control the
courts with the proprietary CalfGrip
technology. Tame the track with
our industry-leading Toe Hold lace
system. When you’re ready to give your
competition the boot, get into BREKE.

airBOOT
sportMAX

